Introduction to Sociology 1100YBN 2006/07
WINTER TERM 2007 ASSIGNMENTS (partial listing... others to follow)

Please select one of the following topics and prepare a 4-5 page report. Your report must be typed, double spaced, must employ 12 point Arial font and standard 1" margins. Please include, in addition to the 4-5 pages of discussion, a separate title page and a separate reference page. You MUST include at least one published, scholarly source (not including your course textbook) which you must incorporate (using legitimate citation/referencing techniques -APA or MLA) into your discussion. Your report is worth 10% of your final grade. Deadline for the report is the last day of classes. A -5% per day penalty applies to all late submissions... no exceptions.
 
Social Structure

1) Create a chart that shows all the groups and organizations to which you belong. Which groups are primary and which groups are secondary? Indicate if your membership in each group is voluntary or involuntary. For each group, identify your status(es) and whether each status is ascribed or achieved. What status symbol, if any, goes with each status? What are your roles in each of the statuses you occupy? Indicate a few examples of role strain and role conflict.

2) Go to a public place (the Agora, the cafeteria, Intercity Mall, etc.) and observe (unobtrusively) the comings and goings of people. Identify examples of positive and negative status symbols? From a Symbolic Interactionist perspective, what do the status symbols communicate to others? From a Structural Functionalist point of view, what social functions do status symbols serve? How would Social Conflict theorists view status symbols? This topic may require an Ethics Committee review... please inform me if you wish to undertake this topic.

Social Interaction

1) Conduct a 'break experiment' (Garfinkel) in which you challenge people's assumptions about everyday interactions. For example, over a 24 hour period, every time people ask you "How are you?", stop and actually tell them in great detail instead of offering the usual "I'm fine". What happens when you respond to a polite question in an unexpected way? Watch people's body language as well as noting what they say. What assumptions have you violated? What does the experience suggest about everyday interactions? This topic may require an Ethics Committee review... please inform me if you wish to undertake this topic.

2) Spend a few hours observing people in one of our local malls. Observe the presence of women and men in the various businesses. Based on your observations, would you conclude that physical space is gendered? This topic may require an Ethics Committee review... please inform me if you wish to undertake this topic.

3) Design your own field study in which you apply a central concept from our unit on Social Interaction; e.g., norms of personal space, humour, dramaturgical analysis, non-verbal communication. This topic may require an Ethics Committee review... please provide me with the details of your proposed research design if you wish to undertake this topic.

4) Write an essay outlining some of your strategies for 'impression management' (Goffman's Dramaturgical Analysis) or those of a person you know well. Be sure that you incorporate important concepts such as 'presentation of self', 'civil inattention', 'back regions', 'front regions', 'props', 'costumes' and other aspects of the 'performance'.

Bureaucracy

1) Keep a log of your interactions with bureaucratic organizations during one full week. Record the bureaucracy, the nature of your business and your goal, the outcome of your encounter, and your level of satisfaction with the outcome. What characteristics of bureaucracies aided or impeded you in your goal? What rules or policies would you change? Can you spot any of Weber's basic traits of bureaucratic organization (e.g., specialization, hierarchy, top-down decision making, impersonality, etc.). Through your experiences, can you identify any examples of bureaucratic shortcomings (e.g., alienation, ritualism, inertia, etc.).

2) This topic is similar to #1 above, but here you simply focus on one bureaucracy: Lakehead University. How is Lakehead a bureaucracy? What characteristics of this bureaucracy may be beneficial to you? What characteristics may be harmful?

3) Collect examples of published jokes and cartoons that make fun of bureaucratic dysfunctions and frustrations. Analyze the content in terms of concepts in the R. Brym textbook. Be sure to include the cartoons and jokes in a separate appendix.

Social Stratification   

1) Suppose that wealth were redistributed in Canada so that everyone had the same amount. What do you think would happen to the distribution of wealth over the next five years? Why? What might be some implications of your conclusions for social policy?

2) It is commonly believed that, in our society, anyone with sufficient drive and ability can achieve whatever she/he sets her/his mind to despite confronting poverty and discrimination. In other words, anyone, regardless of race, creed, colour, gender, or social class background can "pull themselves up by their bootstraps" and achieve success (do a bit of internet research on Horatio Alger). Write a critique of  'bootstrap ideology'. In particular, identify and discuss its fundamental flaw in logic (hint: what would our society look like if bootstrap ideology was a valid interpretation of social inequality?). 

3) Go to www.paywatch.org to determine the compensation for chief executive officers of various large corporations. To see how their companies performed, check their corporate stock prices (see Yahoo, click on financial news link, or go to Stockhouse.com). What conclusions do you reach?

4) Read Kurt Vonnegut's short story "Harrison Bergeron" (in his collection of stories entiltled Welcome to the Monkey House). What are Vonnegut's views of social stratification and the prospects of an egalitarian society? As a student of sociology, do you agree with him or not? Why?

5) Conduct a 3 generation social class history of your family (great grandparents (if possible), grandparents, parents and your own educational/occupational aspirations). Have changes taken place? If so, what caused the observed mobility?

Gender

1) Write a paper in which you identify and discuss examples of occurrences in everyday life that devalue (or alternatively, celebrate) femininity and/or masculinity. Somewhere in your paper, rank the occurrences in terms of importance to women, men and society. Justify your rankings.

2) Write a paper in which you identify and discuss examples of gender bias in language and vocabulary (including colloquialisms and slang). Discuss how these examples reflective the relative positions of men and women in the power structure of society.

3) Study the statistics on the gendered wage gap. As a woman, apply these stats hypothetically to your own future work life. Which aspects of the pay gap might affect your future income? How much more might an equally qualified man earn in your job? What might you do to avoid becoming a victim of gender discrimination?

4) Radical feminists believe that eliminating gender all together would be the most effective way of eliminating gender inequality. Discuss the pro's and con's of androgeny. How would your personal life change through androgenization? Give examples.

Education

1) Interview your grandparents and find out how their education was different from yours. What were their college/university aspirations, if any? What was considered 'higher education' then? Explain to them what is meant by a 'credentialed society' and ask them what they think about it? What do they think of educational levels and requirements today?

2) Write a paper in which you take the role of a highschool guidance counsellor who is describing to a group of students the labour force requirements and opportunities of our rapidly evolving post-industrial economy. What economic sectors are expanding? What sectors are contracting? What skills will be in demand in the future? Can students expect a "job for life" like their parents?

3) Write a paper on how you think you have been, and perhaps continue to be, affected by the 'hidden curriculum'.

4) Write a paper in which you address solutions to school violence. Analyze the problem from the 3 main theoretical perspectives (SF, SC, SI). Develop a hypothetical multi-part program to address the problem. Identify both the strengths and weaknesses of your program.

Religion

1) Thinking of your own religion, or one of the main denominations in Canada, write a paper outlining the main symbols, rituals, beliefs and experiences that have created and maintained that moral community.

2) Attend a religious service for which you are not familiar. Write a paper in the Durkheimian tradition about the rituals you observed and how they might contribute to group cohesion and a sense of community.

3) Karl Marx wrote that religion is the 'opiate of the people'. Write a paper in which you both agree and disagree with this idea.

4) Max Weber argued that Calvanism/Protestantism provided the ideological underpinnings for capitalism. Write a paper on the ways that your religious community (or one of the main denominations in Canada) supports the ‘spirit of capitalism’ (or does not support said spirit).

Mass Media

1) Research your CD collection and seek out lyrical references to either social stratification or gender. Write a paper in which you demonstrate the alignment between popular music and social issues.

2) Write a paper on how you think internet phenomena such as YouTube or MySpace will affect conventional media services such as network TV (CBC, CBS, ABC, etc.).

Medicine, Health & Illness

1) Write a paper in which you explain how your social location affects your health status and your decisions about health and illness. Include social class, race and gender as part of your social location.

2) Design and administer an interview with one person in each of the following age groups: 18-29; 40-49; 65 plus. The general objective of the research is to determine if perceptions of aging vary by the age of the respondent. So, for example, you might ask questions such as the following: When you think of old people, what ages do you think of?  How old are elderly people? How old are people who are middle-aged? Describe elderly people (middle-aged people, young people) in terms of physical appearance, knowledge, health, responsibilities, interests and clothing styles. At what age are people generally happiest? At what age are people most disappointed in life? What kind of things do older people do? Write a paper in which you compare/contrast the responses from your 3 interviewees.

 










   
   



